Part of that was hunting down the Guide to Korvosa physical copy when had the thing he actually wanted in it: the map. It took him a long time to get one with the map still intact. Recently, in their quarantine cabin fever wildness, his daughters have taken to overly enthusiastic bathtub-ing. This caused a leak in their floor and by some happenstance of cruel fate, somebody had moved his gaming table out of place to get at something in the basement. The leaking water utterly destroyed his copy of the book, and the map was inside. Now it's a pile of completely glued together pages. The one Pathfinder Chronicles Guide to Korvosa includes an in-depth look at the people, places, and history of Korvosa, Varisia's largest city. Except for a short chapter on Korvosa's many secrets, the entire book is filled with information safe for players in any Korvosa-based campaign, including Pathfinder's Curse of the Crimson Throne Adventure Path. Better yet, only the 3-page appendix contains any game rules text, making the Guide to Korvosa useable with any edition of any game!